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Abstract 
We prove that the ACT]-submodule I(h) introduced earlier by the authors is invertible if and 
only if b is subintegral over A. Furthermore we are able to determine some of the structure of 
the universal rings used in our previous work on subintegrality. 
0. Introduction 
Let A G B be an extension of Q-algebras. In [3, 43 the authors proved that if B is 
subintegral over A in the sense of Swan [6] then there is a natural isomorphism 
t : B/A --) 9(A, B), where 4(A, B) is the group of all invertible A-submodules of B. In 
order to define the homomorphism 5 we introduced in [4] an A CT]-submodule I(b) of 
B[T], and proved that under suitable hypotheses I(b) l Y(A[T],B[T]). In the 
present paper we determine exactly when Z(b) is invertible, something we were not 
able to do in [4]. Furthermore we derive some properties of the universal rings that 
played an essential role in the development of the above theory. A more detailed 
description of our results follows. 
In [4] we introduced the concept of a subintegral element as follows: An element 
b of B is subintegval over A if there exist a nonnegative integer p and elements 
Cl, ... , cp of B such that b” + I:= 1 (l)Cib”-i E A for all n>>O. With this definition, 
the extension A c B is subintegral in the sense of Swan [6] if and only if every 
element of B is subintegral over A [4, Theorem 4.171. In order to prove this 
equivalence, and also to prove that < is an isomorphism ([4, Theorem 5.61 and 
[3, Theorem 2.31) the subintegrality of b over A was shown to be equivalent to 
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several other conditions [4, (4.2) and (4.3)], one of these conditions being 
I(b)Z( - b) = ACT], where 
I(b) = A[[T]]ebT n A[b][r] (= A[[T]]ebT n B[T]). 
In particular, 
b subintegral over A 3 Z(b)E9(A[T],A[b][T]) * Z(b)EX(A[T],B[T]). 
In Section 1 we show that these implications can be reversed. This is done in 
Theorem 1.4, the essential content of which is that b is subintegral over A if and only if 
Z(b) is invertible. Note here that, a priori, it is not at all clear whether the invertibility 
of Z(b) is independent of the overring B to which b belongs. However, this is indeed the 
case (Corollary 1.5) as a consequence of Theorem 1.4. In Proposition 1.7 we clarify 
further the relationship between Z(b) and the subintegrality and integrality of b, and in 
Proposition 1.9 we show that if A is seminormal in B and b E B then Z(b) = %‘[T], 
where %’ is the conductor of the extension A G A[b]. 
The universal rings referred to above are of the form R = 
Cl[{~~ln>N}] L B= Q[xl, . ,xp,z], where ~,,=?‘+C~~i(~)xi~“-~. (Here Xi, 
1 I i I p, and z are independent indeterminates over Q, n ranges over all integers 
2 0, and p 2 0, N 2 1 are fixed integers. We adopt the conventions that (‘i’)XiZn-i = 0 
if i > n, and that b” = 1 for any element b of any ring. In particular y. = 1.) The pair 
(z, R) is universal among pairs (b, A) with b subintegral over A. We determine some of 
the Q-algebra (in particular, Q-vector space) structure of R. For example, we show in 
Propositions 3.7 and 5.1 that if k is sufficiently large, and up 2 2, then xU,’ . . X~Z” E R. 
This generalizes the crucial technical result [4, (4.15)] that xi zk, xizk E R if k is 
sufficiently large. If q < p and a4 2 2, similar elements of R (the elements zkG:(k) of 
Proposition 3.5(6)) are obtained, corresponding to x7’ . . . x;qzk, but they are no longer 
monomials. If N = 1, these elements form a basis of R over Q (Theorem 4. l), so we are 
able to determine the Poincare series of R (Theorem 4.4). Furthermore we prove that if 
N = 1, then the extension R c Z3 is itself subintegral (Proposition 5.3), something that 
we did not expect when working on [4]. 
1. Z(b) and subintegrality 
Let A c B be an extension of Q-algebras. Recall from [4, Section 43 that an element 
b of B is said to be subintegral over A if there exist a nonnegative integer p and 
elements ci, . . . cp of B such that b” + Cf’=‘=, (~)Cib”-’ E A for all n>>O. Recall also the 
definition of Z(b), the A CT]-submodule of A[b] [T] given by 
Z(b) = A[[T]]ebT n A[b][T] (= A[[T]]ebT n B[T]). 
We first give a necessary and sufficient condition for a polynomial 
CpEo (l/i!)( - l)‘Ci T’ E B[T] to lie in Z(b). (The factorials are introduced for compati- 
bility with [4] and seem to make the notation come out nicer in the end.) 
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Lemma 1.1. For b, co, cl, . . . cp E B the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) CLo((l)cibflPi E A for all n 2 0. 
(ii) C;zo (l/i!)( - 1)‘Ci T’ E Z(b). 
In particular, I(b) # 0 if and only (i) holds for some co, . . cp not all zero. 
Proof. Immediate by observing that 
( 
i$o (l/i!)( - 1)‘CiT’ embr = 
with g” = ~~~o(~)cibnPi. 0 
Motivated by the above lemma we make the following definition: 
Definition. 1.2. A sequence {g,,}nzo (gn E A for all n) is called an I [b]-sequence if there 
exist a nonnegative integer p and elements co, . . . , cp of B such that gn = I;= o (l)cib”-i 
for all n 2 0. 
Note that go = CO and that Lemma 1.1 establishes a one-to-one correspondence 
between I [b]-sequences and elements of Z(b). If f E Z(b) corresponds to {g,,}, > o under 
this bijection then f(0) = go. If there exists an Z[b]-sequence {gnJntO with go = 1 then 
b is clearly subintegral over A. (In fact, the existence of an I [b]-sequence { gnjn t o with 
go = 1 is equivalent to the subintegrality of b, by [4, (4.2)].) It is obvious that if 
a sequence g = {g,,jn10 (g,, E A for all n) is a B-linear combination of Z[b]-sequences 
then g is an Z[b]-sequence. We also need the following additional property of 
I [b]-sequences. 
Lemma 1.3. Let {gn}nLO be un Z[b]-sequence. Then for m 2 0, {gn+m)n20 is an Z[b]- 
sequence. That is, if we translate an I [b]-sequence to the left (dropping off the terms that 
become of negative index), we get another Z[b]-sequence. 
Proof. The idea is that (“+“) is a polynomial of degree i in n. This permits us to 
rearrange gn+m so that {g n+mjnzO has the form of an I[b]-sequence. Explicitly, set 
h(n,s) = C~=,(k!!S)ckbn+s-k. Then 
h(m,i)b”-‘= ~o(~)b’~i$i(,~ i)c,bm’i-* 
=$o~~(~)(hm i)ckb”+“~k 
=~o~o(~)(hm i)ckb”+n~k 
= ,go (” ; n)ckb”i.-k 
=9 m+n’ cl 
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It was proved in [4, (4.2) and (4.3)] that the subintegrality of b over A is equivalent 
to several other conditions, one of them being Z(b)Z( - b) = ACT]. The following 
theorem shows that the subintegrality of b is actually equivalent to the invertibility of 
Z(b) in B[T], a condition seemingly weaker than Z(b)Z( - b) = A [T]: 
Theorem 1.4. Let A G B be an extension of Q-algebras. For an element b of B the 
following four conditions are equivalent: 
(i) b is subintegral over A. 
(ii) Z(b)Z( - b) = ACT]. 
(iii) Z(b) E S(A[T], A[b][T]). 
(iv) Z(b) E ~(ACTI,BCTl). 
Proof. The implication (i) 3 (ii) was proved in [4, (4.2) and (4.3)], while the implica- 
tions (ii) * (iii) * (iv) are trivial. Therefore we need only prove (iv) a (i). Assume 
therefore that Z(b) E Y(A[T], B[T]). Then 1 = Cl= 1 “jpj for some aj = aj(r) E Z(b), 
gj = pj(T) E Z(b)- ‘. Let p be the maximum of the T-degrees of ai, . , , ctr, and let 
{gjn}n>o be the Z[b]-sequence corresponding to Clj under Lemma 1.1. By Lemma 1.3 
for all m 2 0, {gj,n+m}n>lJ is an Z[b]-sequence. Letfj, be the corresponding element of 
Z(b) (again under Lemma 1.1). Then h,,,(O) = gjm, as was noted after Definition 1.2. 
Since bj E Z(b)_ ‘, we have ajfjm E ACT] whence /Ij(O)gj, = Bj(O)~,(O) E A (1 5 j I r, 
m 2 0), and SO G, = Cszl pj(O)gj, E A (m 2 0). The sequence {G,}mz_o, being a 
B-linear combination of the sequences {gjm}m>o (1 5 j < r), is an Z[b]-sequence and 
we have Go = Cl=r flj(O)gj, = Ci=i fij(O)aj(O) = 1. Thus {G,},>o is an Z[b]-sequence 
with O-term equal to 1, so b is subintegral over A, completing the proof. 0 
Corollary 1.5. Let A G B, A E B’ be subextensions of an extension of Q-algebras and 
letbEBnB’.ThenZ(b)~~(A[T],B[T])ifandonlyifZ(b)~9(A[T],B’[T]),andin 
either case we have Z(b)-’ = I( - b). 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 1.4. 0 
Let us say that Z(b) is invertible if Z(b) E Y(A[T], B[T]) for some overring B of 
A[b]. In view of the above corollary this notion is independent of the overring B. 
Lemma 1.6. Let A c B be an extension of Q-algebras, let N 2 p be nonnegative 
integers and let b, cO, cl, . . . , cp be elements of B. Assume that CfzO (l)cibnei E A for all 
n 2 N. Then: 
(1) cz b” E A for all n 2 2N and cib” E A for all n 2 3N. 
(2) ZfAisseminormalinBthencib”~Aforalln~N+(~~1)-(i~1),O~i~p. 
Proof. (1) Thetuple(O,p,N;~~,c,, . . . , c,) satisfies the conditions of [4, (4.16)], except 
that we need not have c0 = 1. Therefore the assertion follows from the proof of 
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[4, (4.16)], which does not require the condition co = 1. (This result also follows from 
(Proposition 5.6) below, but without the lower bounds on n, which are not essential 
here.) 
(2) By (1) we have (cJY)~, (~,b”)~ E A for all n 2 N. Therefore, since A is seminormal 
in B, we get c,b” E A for all n 2 N. This proves firstly the assertion (2) for i = p, and 
secondly that if p > 0 then CFz,t(C)cibn-i E A for all n 2 N + p. Now, the assertion 
follows by induction on p. Cl 
Recall that an element b in the total quotient ring of A is said to be almost integral 
over A if there exists a non-zero-divisior d of A such that db” E A for all n L 0 [l, 
Section 13, especially Theorem 13.11. If b is integral over A then b is almost integral 
over A; the converse is true if A is noetherian. The following proposition clarifies the 
relationship between Z(b) and the subintegrality, integrality and almost integrality 
of b: 
Proposition 1.7. Let A 5 B be an extension of Q-algebras with B contained in the total 
quotient ring of A. For an element b of B consider the following six conditions: 
(i) Z(b) is invertible. 
(ii) b is subintegral over A. 
(iii) b is integral over A. 
(iv) b is almost integral over A. 
(v) Z(b) contains a non-zero-divisor of A. 
(vi) I(b) contains an element f such that the leading coejicient off (i.e. the coefficient of 
the top degree term in f) is a non-zero-divisor of B. 
Among these conditions we have the following implications: 
(i) 0 (ii) * (iii) 5 (iv) 0 (v) 0 (vi). 
The one way implications cannot be reversed, except that if A is noetherian then we 
have (iii) e (iv). 
Proof. (i) o (ii) Proved above. 
(ii) * (iii) See[4, (4.19)]. 
(iii) * (iv) Follows from the fact that if b is integral over A then A[b] is a finite 
A-module. 
(iv) + (v) Let b be almost integral over A. Then there exists a non-zero-divisor d of 
A such that db” E A for all n 2 0. This implies that deebT E A[ CT]], whence d E Z(b). 
(v) 5 (vi) Trivial. 
(vi) * (iv) Choose f E I(b) such that the leading coefficient off is a non-zero-divisor 
of B. If p = degT(f), we can write f in the form f = ~~ZO(l/i!)( - l)‘ciTi with ci E B 
for every i, and cp a non-zero-divisor of B. Then by (1.1) C;_‘=o (;)~~h”-~ E A for 
all n 2 0 whence by Lemma 1.6, czb” E A for all n 2 2~. Let c E A be a 
common denominator for cz, b, b2, . . . , b2J’-’ and let d = c2ci. Then d is 
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a non-zero-divisor of A and we have db” E A for all n 2 0, i.e., b is almost integral 
over A. 
Let B = Q [t] and A = (f~ B If(O) =f(l)}. Then t is integral over A since 
t2 - t E A. The ring A has no non-trivial subintegral extensions in B ([6, (2.6)] is easily 
checked), so by [4, (4.18)] t is not subintegral over A. A counterexample to the 
implication (iv) * (iii) is given in [l, p.1331, where it is also proved that (iii) o (iv) if 
A is noetherian. 0 
Corollary 1.8. Let A G B be an extension of Q-algebras with B a domain. Let b E B. 
Then I(b) # 0 if and only if b belongs to the quotient field of A and is almost integral 
over A. 
Proof. In view of the equivalence (iv) o (vi) of the above proposition, it is enough to 
prove that if Z(b) # 0 then b belongs to the quotient field of A. Suppose b # 0 and 
0 #f~ Z(b). Writef= CfzO(l/i!)( - 1)‘ciT’ with ci E B for all i and cP # 0. Then by 
Lemmas 1.1 and 1.6 czb”E A for n>>O whence b = cib”+‘/c$b” belongs to the 
quotient field of A. 0 
Proposition 1.9. Let A c B be an extension of Q-algebras such that A is seminormal in 
B. Let b E B. Then Z(b) = %Y[T], where % is the conductor of the extension A G A[b]. 
Proof. The inclusion W[T] G Z(b) is clear, since %[T] eebT G A[ CT]]. Conversely, if 
0 #f E Z(b) then we use induction on degr( f) to show that f E %‘[T]. If p = deg,( f) 
then we can write f = CfEo(l/i!)( - l)‘ciT’ with cc E B for every i. By Lemma 1.1 
we get 
b”-’ E A 
for all n 2 0 whence cObn E A for all n>>O by Lemma 1.6. Taking n = 0 in the formula 
above, get co E A. Therefore c;P E A for all m 2 1 and n>>O. In particular, for every 
i 2 1, we get (cobi)” E A for all n>>O. Since A is seminormal in B, we conclude that 
cob’ E A for every i 2 1. This, together with the fact that co E A, means that 
co E %? E Z(b). Write f = co + Tg with g E B[T]. Then Tg E Z(b) whence g E Z(b), since 
TgeebT E A[ [T]] implies gembT E A[ CT]]. Since deg,(g) = p - 1 (or g = 0), we have 
g E %[T] by induction, and the proposition is proved. 0 
Corollary 1.10. Let A G A[b] be an extension of Q-algebras and let W be the conductor 
of this extension. Zf Z(b) = 0 then % = 0. Conversely, assume that one of the following 
two conditions holds: 
(1) A[b] is reduced; or 
(2) A is seminormal in A[b]. 
Then Z(b) = 0 if and only if% = 0. 
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Proof. We have %[T] E Z(b) as seen in the proof of the above proposition. So 
I(b) = 0 implies % = 0. The converse in case (2) is immediate from the above proposi- 
tion (applied with B = A [b]). The proof of the converse in case (1) will be given at the 
end of Section 5. (Note, however, that if A[b] is a domain then the converse is 
immediate from (Corollary 1.8.) 0 
We show by an example that the converse in the above corollary is false in general: 
Example. 1.11 Let B = Q [X, Y, Z] /(X, Y)’ = Q [x, y, z] with x2 = xy = yz = 0, and 
let A be the Q-subspace of B spanned by {1,x, y} u {xzn + nyz”-i 1 n 2 1). 
Then A is a Q-subalgebra of B with B = A[z] and 0 # x - y Tel(z) by Lemma 1.1. 
However, the conductor of the extension A E A [z] is zero, as is seen easily using the 
displayed Q-basis of A. (Note that A is not noetherian. We do not know a noetherian 
example.) 
2. The structure of the universal algebra 
In this section we begin a more detailed study of the structure of the universal algebra 
R = a[{?, 1 n 2 N}], where yn = z” + Cf=‘=, (y)xizndi (for integers p 2 0, N 2 1). For 
simplicity of notation we will not make explicit the dependence of R on N and p. The 
ring R is graded by weight, where wt(z) = 1, wt(xi) = i, so that wt(y,) = n. The 
homogeneous component of R of weight k will be denoted Rk. The word “degree” will 
be used with value deg(xi) = 1. In [4], we required that N 2 p. However, this assump- 
tion is not necessary in view of the convention that (:)Xizn-i = 0 if i > n. 
For d 2 1 let I$, be the Q-subspace of Rk generated by all d-fold products 
YilYi2 ... yi, with I;= i ij = k and for allj, either ij = 0 or ij 2 N. Recall that y0 = 1, so 
that I$,_ 1 c &, d and one might speak of I$d more properly as ( 5 d)-fold products. 
Note also that I$k = R,. 
Theorem 2.1. (a) For all k, d, N 2 1 we have dim, I$& I (“‘“,-I). 
(b) For given d and N, if k is sujficiently large, then dim, I$, d = (“‘“,- ‘). 
Remark 2.2. Note that if we make N larger, the ring R gets smaller. Also I$, d (for k, d 
fixed) gets smaller. The fact that the dimension given by the theorem is independent of 
N implies that if k is sufficiently large, then I& contains all the products yi,yi2 ... yid 
where x4= r ij = k, without the restriction that ij 2 N. If N is increased a larger k will 
be required in order to attain this value. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1(a). Consider the product yilyi2 ... yid where I:= 1 ij = k. This 
product is symmetric in the ij. Roughly speaking, we want to regard the ij as 
indeterminates and then use properties of symmetric functions. More precisely, 
let F(T) = 1 + I:=1 (T)Xizmi, SO that yn = z”F(n). Let T,, . . . , Td be independent 
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indeterminates., and let oi (1 I i I d) be the elementary symmetric functions in the Tj. 
Then 
G(T,, . . . . Td):= F(T,)F(T,). . . F(T,) E K[cJ,, . . . , cd], 
when K = Q[xl, . . . , xp,z - ‘1, and the Oj are algebraically independent over K. Write 
G(T,, . , T,) = CMG,(o,), where M ranges over all monomials in 02, . . . , od and 
Giu(ol) E KC~II. 
If we vary the integers ij so that Cy= 1 ij = k, and specialize rj to ij, then G,(a,) 
specializes to G,(k) which depends only on k, and F(il)F(i2) ... F(&) belongs to the 
Q-vector space V spanned by the GM(k). Thus YilYi2 “’ Yid = 
zkF(i1)F(i2) ... F(id) E zkV. We have that G(T,, . . . , Td) is of degree p in each of the 
7; (since F(T) is of degree p in T). Hence [2, p. 320, line 131 the monomials M such 
that GM # 0 are of degree at most p in a2, . . . , a,,. There are (“‘“,- ‘) monomials of 
degree I p in d - 1 indeterminates. Therefore Vis of at most dimension (d+Ppm ‘) over 
Q. Hence dim, &,d I (d+;-l). 0 
Remark 2.3. If M is a monomial in a2, . . . , ad and e > d, then the coefficient of M in 
F(T,)F(T,) ... F(T,) is G,(a,) as defined above. This follows from the observation 
that if we set T,,, =...= T, = 0 then the symmetric function ai in T,, . , T, 
specializes to the symmetric function ai in T,, . . . , Td if i I d and to 0 if i > d, and 
np= 1 F(z) specializes to nf= 1 F(z). This shows that G,(ar) is independent of d (so 
long as d 2 i for all i such that ai occurs in M ). 
In preparation for proving part (b) of Theorem 2.1 we prove two preliminary 
lemmas: 
Lemma 2.4. Let nl, . . . , n, be distinct nonnegative integers. Then the matrix 
C(j”‘l)lI<i<r,I<j,r is nonsingular. 
Proof. Elementary column operations easily reduce the matrix to a Vandermonde 
matrix. whence the result follows. 0 
Lemma 2.5. If b is a monomial in x1, . . . , xD, of degree 1 2 in xp, and degree I d in all 
the xi together, and k is sujjiciently large, then K,d contains bz”, where n = k - wt(b). 
Proof. By [4, (4.15)] we have that if n 2 2N then xiz” E V,,,,,, S K+lp,d. Now we 
proceed by induction on the total degree of b in the Xi. Let 
& = {x1;1@... x”,pIap>2,CaiId}. If bEA, degree b >2, write b=x,c, where 
c E A?, and 4, 1 I 4 I p, is a fixed integer. By induction we have that CZ~-~‘(~) E l$, & 1 
for k sufficiently large. Now consider the products ynczm, yn+ icz”- ‘, . . , yn+p~~m-P, 
for sufficiently large m, n. These products all lie in I’ k,d, where k = n + m + wt(c). This 
gives us p + 1 equations in the p + 1 quantities XicZm’n-i (0 I i 2 p, with x0 = 1). 
The coefficient matrix [(“f’l’)]l~i~p+l,l~j~p+l is nonsingular by Lemma 2.4. 
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Therefore we conclude that the xi~~m+n~i are elements of V,,, (0 I i I p). In particular 
$cZ*+n~q = b~~-~‘@‘) E K,d, for k sufficiently large, completing the proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1(h). We now prove the opposite inequality dim, I$d 2 (d’Pp- ‘) 
by induction on p. Clearly we have surjections @p: V,, d, p + V,, d, p_ 1 (where we add p as 
an additional index), obtained by setting xp = 0. Obviously dim, vk, d, 0 = 1 (with basis 
zk). By Lemma 2.5 if k is sufficiently large then ker(4,) contains all bzkmwttb) with 
b a monomial in the xi of degree I d, and of degree 2 2 in xp. The number of such 
monomials is the number of monomials of degree 5 d - 2 in p variables, namely 
( 
d+p-2 
P ), so dim(ker4,) 2 (“‘“,-“). By induction on p we have that 
dim, I$,,,_, = (“‘-,!j2), hence dim, I$,,, 2 (d+p!!;2) + (d+$-2) = (d+;ml). This com- 
pletes the proof. 0 
Corollary 2.6. If k is suficiently large then V,, d has Q-basis JV’ = {zkGu(k) 1 M a mono- 
mial of degree I p in c2, , cd). 
Proof. We have noted that V,,, is contained in the subspace spanned by JV, that the 
cardinality of _,V is (d+pPm ’ ), and that if k is large enough, then dim V,,, = (‘+;- ‘). The 
corollary follows. (In particular the zkG,(k) are elements of R.) 0 
Corollary 2.7. There is a basis of 4, d (for k suficiently large) consisting of elements of 
the form x~‘x~ ... x~z~~~‘(~’ + (terms involving xj, for some j > q), where 
b = $1 x”z . . . X% 4 , 0 I q I p, CpZ1 ai I d, and a, 2 2 (q = 0 corresponding to 
yk = zk + (terms involving the xj’s)). 
Proof. Let bzkmwtCb) be as in the statement of Corollary 2.7. By Lemma 2.5 we have 
bzk~wt(b) E v,,,,,. Lifting all such elements to I$d,p under the surjections 
4 q+1 0”‘06p: Vk,d,p + Vk,d,q gives us the desired basis. 0 
Remark 2.8. Clearly there are many bases as in Corollary 2.7. A natural such basis 
will be obtained in the next section. 
3. An alternative to the GM 
In this section we develop a number of technical properties of the GM and obtain 
a more natural basis for the I&. This iS in preparation for the next section where we 
determine the Poincare series for the universal algebra in the case N = 1. Let 
F(T) = 1 + If=1 (y)xizYi and G(T,, T2, . , Td) = flf=, F(z), as in Section 2, where 
d is a fixed integer. Examples 3.1, 3.4 and 3.6 are straightforward examples intended to 
help orient the reader. Example 3.9 is more complicated, and is intended to illustrate 
a critical feature of our theory. 
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Let &= {(tli, . . ..~~.)EZ’)OICI~ 5 ... I c(d I p}. If d = 0 then & consists of 
only the empty sequence. Order J%! by (a,, . . . , ad) < (c(;, . . . , aA) if the last nonzero 
entry of(cci - a;, . , ad - cxi) is negative. The cardinality of d is (“i”). Put m = (“ip), 
and write A$ = {a1,a2, . , a,> with ai<a,< “.a,. For l<r<m, put 
w(r) = a1 + . . . + ad, b, = x,~ + ... tx,, (taking x0 = l), z, = T,“’ ... Tf” and 
M,, = a{1 . . . @, where thecci,/$aregiven bya, =(c(i, . . ..c$.)and/$ = cldpi+i -ad_; 
with a0 = 0. Let g= {bi,bz, . . ..b.}, g= (r1,r2, . . ..r.} and 
9 = {M~,M~, . . . . M,}. Note that the displayed elements are distinct, i.e. each of 
J%?‘, %‘, 9 has cardinality m. Note further that g is the set of monomials in xi, . , x, of 
degree I d (with deg(xi) = 1 for all i 2 1) and we have wt(b,) = w(r), while ZB is the set 
of monomials in ci, , cd of degree I p (with deg(aJ = 1 for every i). Order the sets 
3, %?, &B by b, < ... < b,, z1 < ... < z, and MI < ... < M,,,. Iff is a polynomial in 
which a monomial from 5? appears nontrivially then the smallest (resp. largest) among 
such monomials is called the B-initial (resp. i49-leading) monomial inf: Similar terms 
are used for monomials from 5% and 9. 
Example 3.1. (a) Let p = 2, d = 3. Then m = (2) = 10, 
Jd = ((OtO,O), (O,O, 11, &Al, l), (1, 1, I), (O,O, 2), 
Note that the orders on &, g, %? are variants of reverse lexicographic order, and that 
the order on $!B is degree lexicographic. 
(b) Note that the numbering of a particular monomial in the (TV depends on d. Thus 
if d = 3, p = 2 (as above) then gig2 = M,,butifd=2,p=2theno,a,=M5.Thisis 
in contrast to the GM, which are independent of d by Remark 2.3. The above 
numbering of 9 is intended to be internal to the more technical parts of this section, 
and to the proof of Theorem 4.1. If we need to indicate the dependence on d, we will 
write .!%d, %?db, gd. 
(c) Corresponding elements of %? (or %‘) and _Q are related by “conjugate 
Ferrers diagrams” [S, pp. 29 and 391. For example T,T$T: corresponds to ~~6~ 
and the exponents (respectively indices) are given by the columns (respectively 
rows) of 
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More generally if a, = (c(i, . . . , CQ), so that z, = T”,’ ... Tp, then the diagram has 
columns containing respectively cld, CQ _ 1, . . . , a1 elements, hence pi = cl* i + 1 - ad i 
rows of length i. Therefore the number of rows of length i is the exponent of di in 
M, = of1 ... aid, as claimed. 
This bijection does not depend on d, and is useful in applying Propositions 3.7 (1) 
and (2) as well as in the proof of Proposition 3.7(3). 
Lemma 3.2. Let f~ Q [T,, . . , Td] be symmetric of T-degree 5 p for every i. Then 
there exists a unique expression f = C,“= 1 2, MS with & E Q for all s. Further, tff # 0 then 
a monomial from 59 appears nontrivially in f and $7, is the V-leading monomial iff then 
wehaveA,#Oand/2,=Oforalls>r. 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of the expression is clear. Iff # 0 let Tf’ ... Tzd 
be a monomial appearing nontrivially in f: Let a, I ..’ I cld be the 
sequence /I,, . . . , /Id when written in a nondecreasing manner. Then Tq’ ... TF E V 
and this monomial appears nontrivially in f; since f is symmetric. The stated 
property of the /2, follows now from the fact that the V-leading monomial in MS 
is z,. 0 
Lemma 3.3. There exists a unique m x m matrix ;1 = (A,,) over Q such that 
G(T,, r,, . . . . T,)=C:=‘=,C,“=,&,M,b,z -w) The matrix A is upper triangular with all 
diagonal entries nonzero. 
Proof. For 1 I r 5 m let 8, E QITI, . . , T,] be the coefficient of b,zP’“(‘) in 
G(T,, Tz, . . , Td). Then 
(3.1) 
where a, = (a,, . . . , ad), Sd is the symmetric group on d symbols and 
v(r) = (nI! ... rid!)---- ni being the number of times i occurs in a,. The W-leading 
monomial in 8, is 2,. Therefore by Lemma 3.2 8, = I,“= 1 &MS with A,, E Q, A,, # 0 
and A,, = 0 for all s > r. Now, we get, 
G(T,, T,, . . . . r,) = $ g,b,z-‘“‘*‘= f f &,MSb,z-“‘(“. 
I.=1 *=1 s=l 
The uniqueness of/z = (A,,) is clear, since the monomials MSb,z-“‘(‘) are distinct, hence 
linearly independent over CD. 0 
Example 3.4. Let p = 2, d = 2. Then the columns of /z are indexed by 3 = 
{ 1, x1,x:, x2, x1x2, ~$1, and the rows by 9 = { 1, or, g2, of, cr102, 0:). Multiplying out 
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G( r,, r,) yields 
Notation35 (1) Letd’={(cc,, . . ..a.)~~~~~_,=a,}(recallthata~=O)andlet 
Y = {s E Z 1 1 < s I m, a, E &‘}. Let @’ = {b, 1 s E 9) and 9’ = (M,) s E Lf}. Note 
that # is the set of those monomials in x1, . . , xp of degree I d in which the last 
appearing xq (4 2 0) has power at least two, while 9’ is the set of monomials in 
02, ...> cd of degree I p. For example, in Example 3.1 Y = { 1,3,4,8,9, lo}. 
(2) For s E Y let p(s) = p - deg(A4,). Then p(s) is the largest integer such that 
of’“‘M E 9. Since M, < a,M, < ... < c{(‘)M~ is an increasing sequence of elements of 
9, theie exists a unique increasing sequence s = s(O) < s(l) < ... < s(p(s)) of ele- 
ments of Y such that o{Ms = Mscj, for 0 I j I p(s). Note that 
(1, . . . , m} = UstY{s(0), . . . , s(p(s))} (disjoint union). 
(3) Recall from Section 2 that G(T,,T,, . . . . T,) = ~ME~,Giw(al)M with 
G&al) E K[aJ, where K = Q[xI, , xp,z - ‘1. For s E Y write G,(o,) = GMs(o,), so 
that G(T,, T,, . . . , G) = Css.cy G,(a,)M,. By Lemma 3.3 we get 
,,~9G,(~,)Ms = f f AtrMtbrz-‘“(‘). 
r=lt=l 
(3.2) 
(4) Let s E Y. Then MS is a monomial in 02, . . . , CJ~. Therefore comparing the 
coefficients of MS in (3.2) we get 
G,(G,) = C C ~“,(j),,Gjl b,z~W(” = 
r=l j=O 
(3.3) 
with pL,, = I$$ As(j),,cJ; E Q[a,]. Let p denote the matrix (/A,,),,~, 1 srim’ The rows 
of p are then indexed by the elements of Y (in the above order), and the sth row 
contains the coefficients of G,(a,). Since I. is upper triangular by Lemma 3.3, we 
conclude that (for s E 57, 1 I r I m) psi = 0 if Y < s, and pss = I,,, (a nonzero rational). 
(5) By (4) the matrix p is in “row echelon form” with the first non-zero entry of each 
row a unit in O[ol]. Therefore we can reduce p to reduced row echelon form j by 
elementary row operations over Q[o,]. We can describe ,ii explicitly as follows: Let 
5 denote the square submatrix &,),,.,, EYxY of p. Then ii; is upper triangular with 
diagonal (p,,), hence invertible with inverse, say v = (v,,). Then ii = VP. 
(6) For s E Y define G:(o,) to be the element of K [al] corresponding to the sth row 
of fi (i.e. G:(aI) = CF= 1 ,&,h,z -‘+‘(‘)). Then we have G:(o,) = C rtYv,,G&~). IfM = MS 
we will often switch back to the notation GL(a,) for GJ(o,) because G;(a,) depends on 
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d in view of the numbering of monomials (cf. Example 3.1 (b)), whereas, as we shall see 
in Proposition 3.7 below, Gh(o,) does not depend on d (cf. Example 2.3). 
Example 3.6. Let p = 2, d = 2. Then the matrix ,u, with or specialized to k is 
1 k 0 
u(k) = i 0 0 1 
;k(k-1) 0 0 
- 1 ;(k - 2) $(l - 
000 0 0 1 
5 k) i 
The rows of p(k) are indexed by 9 = { 1, c2, o$}, and the columns by 
9? = {1,x1,x:, x2, x1x2,x:} as in Example 3.4. Also 
10 
i 0 1 $(l 
0 
/Ii(k) = 00 - k) i ; 
consists of the first, third, and sixth columns of u(k), and 
1 k 0 $k(k-1) 0 0 
p(k) = vu(k) = 0 0 1 - 1 ;(k - 2) 0 
000 0 0 1 
From this we conclude that G;(k) = 1 + kxlz-’ + ik(k - 1)x2zd2 ( = G,(k)), 
G&,(k) = (XT - x2)zm2 + (i(k - ~))x~x~z-~, and G::(k) = x<zm4. 
Some of the important properties of the G,(a,) and Gi(a,) are summarized in the 
following proposition: 
Proposition 3.7. (1) For every s E Y we have 
G,(aJ = i ,nS,b,z-“‘(‘), 
I=S 
with uSS a non-zero element of Q, and pL,, E Q[a,] for r 2 s. Consequently, for 
M = MS E 9’ the initial B-monomial of Gw is the element b, of 99’ corresponding to M. 
(2) For every s E 9 we have 
G:(o,) = b,z-“‘@) + f &.b,z-““‘, 
r=s+l,rfY 
with ,& E Q[oJ for r > s. Consequently, for M = MS E 9’ the initial g-monomial of 
CL is the element of b, of B’ corresponding to M; further, ifbs = x:l ... xfq (1 I q I p) 
then in every term except thejirst one in G:(o,), a variable xj with index j > q appears 
nontrivially. In particular tfq = p, then Gi(aI) = bSz-W(S). 
(3) The Gh(aI) are independent of d. 
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(4) V,,, is contained in the Q-vector space spanned by {zkG$(k) 1 s E 9’1, and if k is 
sujiciently large then this set is a basis of V,,,. (Note that in view of (2), this basis is of the 
type described in Corollary 2.7.) 
(5) Zfi, + ... + id = k then yil ... yid = C, E y [,zkGi(k), where [, E Q is the coejjicient 
of b,z -w(s) in G(il, . . , id). 
Proof. (1) This is (3.3) together with the observation in Notation 3.5(4) that psr = 0 if 
r < s, and pss is a non-zero rational for s E 9. 
(2) By definition we have G:(o,) = Cr= 1 jisr b,z -w(r). By the properties of p (Nota- 
tion 3.5(4)) we see that &, = 0 for r < s and that the submatrix (&,),,, *) E Y x 9 of b is the 
identity matrix. This proves the first part of (2). To prove the second part, note first 
that s E 9 implies that a4 2 2. Suppose now that ,&, # 0 for some r 2 s + 1, r $ Y. Let 
j be the largest index such that Xj appears in b,. Since r $9, xj appears in b, with 
exponent 1. Therefore, since a4 2 2 and r > s, we must have j > q by the ordering of ,%9. 
(3) This is a consequence of Remark 2.3. More explicitly, if d < e we can regard 
@d as a subset of 9?;3, and 9: as a subset of 9: and by Example 3.1(c) and Remark 2.3 
these choices of rows and columns make p(d) a submatrix of p(e). By Remark 2.3 the 
row of p(e) corresponding to an element of 9& has zeros except in the columns 
corresponding to 9ZId, and .@A n gd = 99:, so the row reduction of p(e) reduces the 
submatrix indexed by rows corresponding to 9: and columns corresponding to gd to 
i(d) (leaving zeros in a row of 9: outside the columns of &Ia,). The result follows. 
(4) By specializing c1 to k in Notation 3.5(6) the sets {z“Gi(k)I s E Y} and 
(zkG,(k) 1 s E 9’) span the same Q-space. Now, apply Theorem 2.1. 
(5) By (4) and the proof of Theorem 2.1 we have yiI ...yid = C,, Y[,zkG:(k) with 
c, E Q for all s E Y. By (2) b,z-“‘@) occurs non-trivially only in G:(k) (with coeffi- 
cient l), from which (5) follows. 0 
Remark 3.8. The point of Proposition 3.7(5) is that the coefficient of b,z-W(S) in 
G(il, . . . . id) is easily computed, by hand in small cases, or by (3.1) in general. 
Example 3.9. Let p = 2, d = 3. The set g is ordered as in Example 3.1. With the CJ’S 
evaluated at Tl = q, T, = m, T, = n, and q + m + n = k we have 
yg,,,y,, = [z” + kx,zk-’ + (;)xzz”-“1 
+ 0.2[(x: - x2)zk-* + ;(k - ~)x,x~z~-~ - $(k - t)~;~~-~] 
+ o,[(x; - ;x~x~)z~-~ + ;(k - ~)x;x,z~-~ - ;(2k - ~)x;z~-~ 
2 1 2 k-4 - +(2k - 3)x1x;zk-’ + ;(k - l)~:z~-~] + CJ~[~X~Z ] 
+ ~2cT3[~X1X;Zk-s - +X;Zk-y + cJ:[$x:zk-6], 
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from which we can read off the zkGM. Note that zkG,,,,(k) = :x~x~z~-~ - ixszkm6 
contains a term with x: in addition to x1x: so the zk G,(k) are not of the form required 
by Corollary 2.7. (We seem to need an example of the present size to illustrate this 
point.) We have 
zkG,(k) = zkG;(k) = Yk, 
zkG&(k) = (x: - x~)z~-~ + ;(k - ~)x~x~z~-~, 
zkG;,(k) = (x: - ;x~x~)z~-~ + ;(k - ~)x:x*z~-~, 
zkGh;(k) = xzzke4, zkG&(k) = x~x~z~-~, and z”Gb;(k) = xizkP6. 
4. Poincare series in the case N = 1 
In this section we study in more detail the universal ring R in the case N = 1 
(or equivalently N = 0, since y. = 1). Thus R = Q[ {Y~}“~ 1]. This case is not as special 
as it might seem, since for b E B subintegral over A there exist (by the proof of [4, (4.2), 
(iv * i)]) ci, . . . , C, E B such that b” + CrZ1 (l)cibn~i E A for n 2 1. (In [4] we had 
assumed that N 2 p. However, as remarked in Section 2, this assumption is not really 
necessary.) 
Let k 2 0 and let us use the notation of Section 3 with d = k. Recall that 
Y = {s E Z 1 1 I s I m, a, E d’}. Let & = {s E Y 1 w(a,) I k}. 
Theorem 4.1. The Q-vector space Rk has basis {z”G;(k) 1 t E Fk}. Consequently, R has 
Q-basis UktO{zkG;(k) 1 t E rk}. 
Proof. We have Rk = &, k in the notation of Section 2. Put 6’ = {zkG:(k) ) t E &} and 
let W be the Q-subspace spanned by 6. The set d is linearly independent over Q, since 
by Proposition 3.7(2) the initial monomials of the G;(k) are distinct. If 
il + ... + ik = k then by Proposition 3.7(5) yil ... Yir = CSSY[,zkG~(k), where [, is the 
coefficient of b,zk- w(s) in yi, ... yip. If s $ rk then k - w(s) < 0 whence [, = 0. This 
shows that Rk c W. To prove the reverse inclusion put, for t l rk, 
Pt=k-(cc, + ... + c(k- 1), where a, = (LYE, .. , &), and r, = yDl, ... yar_ ,yp,. Then by 
Proposition 3.7(5) again r, = C,,y[fszkG~(k), w h ere [,, E Q is the coefficient of 
b zk- w(s) in r,. By the argument used above, we have r, = = xsEYk [,,zkG:(k). We s 
claim that the matrix (c,,) is invertible. For, since c(~ 5 p, we have 
k-l 
r, = n (Z=J + ... 
j=O 
+ xa,J][zpt + ... + (;gxakzpt-ak + . ..I. 
and therefore, since & 2 ak = &_ 1 2 . .. 2 aI and b, = x,, . . . x,,, we see that btzk-w(t) 
has coefficient (t;) # 0 and b, is the a’-leading monomial in r,. This means that (c,,) is 
lower triangular with all diagonal entries nonzero, proving our claim. Now, we can 
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express the z”Gi(k) as Q-linear combinations of the I’, which belong to Rk. So 
WLR,. 0 
Remark 4.2. Note that the GM would not have worked in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
For example, let k = p = 2. Then V,,, has Q-basis y2 = z2 + 2x,z + x2 and 
y: = z2 + 2xrz + x:. From Example 3.6 we have z2G;(2) = y2 and 
z2G&(2) = (x: - x2) which clearly are a basis for V,, 2 (as claimed in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1). However we need all three of z2G1(2) = 72, 
z2G,,(2) = (xl - x2) - ;x;z-~, and z2G,;(2) = $x2zm2 to contain V2,2 in their span 
(cf. the proof of Theorem 2.1(a)). 
On the whole, the CL are much nicer than the GM, but the latter do play a useful 
role as an intermediary in the definition of the G h, as well as in permitting a more 
rapid proof of Theorem 2.1. Theorem 4.1 implies that for t E Yk the z”Gi(k) are in R, 
while the zkG,(k) need not be in R, as the above example shows. 
Example 4.3. Let k = 4. The monomials bi such that i E .& are 1, x:,x:,x;, x:. By an 
easy and straightforward computation we see that the coefficients of these in some of 
the monomials in the y’s are as follows (with powers of z omitted): 
Y4: 1 0 0 0 0, 
YlY31 1 3 0 0 0, 
Y:Y2: 1 5 2 0 0, 
Y;‘: 1 6 4 1 0, 
7;: 14 0 0 1. 
For example, we choose y:y2 in the third row because XT corresponds to a, = (0, 1, 1, I) 
and, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we increase the fourth coordinate to 2 to make 
weight 4. Noting that 1, 02, CT~, oh, r~i correspond respectively to 1, x:, XT, x:, x$, the 
third row implies (by Proposition 3.7(5)) that y:y2 = y4 + .5z”G&(4) + 2z4G&(4). 
From this matrix (using the first, second, and fifth rows) we obtain 
z4G;;(4) = y$ - Gy1y3 + :y4 ( = x: if p 5 2). Similarly, using rows one to four we get 
z”G&(4) = y; - 2y:y, + :y1y3 - :y4 ( = x’: if p I 1). 
The statement of Theorem 4.1 says that z”G;(4) = y4, z4G&(4), z”Gb,(4), z4G&,(4), 
and z4Gb;(4) from a basis of R,, and the above matrix implies that 
{y4,~ry3, y:y2, y:, y:} is another basis of R4. 
Theorem 4.4. Let p(t) be the Poincarb series for R = O[ {yn},,> 1], i.e. 
p(t) = CpZO H(K)tk, where H is the Hilbert function of R. Then 
1 - t + tp+’ 
p(t) = (1 - t)(l - t)(l - t2)(1 - t3) ... (1 - tP)’ 
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Proof. Fix a nonnegative integer k. For 0 i q I p let ;Xb be the set of monomials 
x;1xe2, .. . x 2 of weight 5 k and with e4 2 2. Then (c~i, . . . , slk)wx,, ... x,, gives 
a bijection between & and the (disjoint) union of X0, Z1, . . . , Sp. So by Theorem 4.1 
H(k) = C,“=, card(&). Now, the monomials in & correspond naturally to all mono- 
mials in xi, . . . , xq of weight I k - 2q. Hence card(Zq) = CT:iqdirnQAj, where 
A = Q[xi, . . . , x4], graded by weight(xi) = i, and Aj is the homogeneous component 
of A of weight j. Therefore, since the Poincare series for A is well known to be 
1 
(1 - t)(l - t2) . ..(l - tq)’ 
we get 
card(Sq) = coefficient of tk - 2q in 
1 
(1 - t)(l - t)(l - t2) . ..(l - t4)’ 
coefficient of tk in 
t24 
zz 
(1 - t)(l - t)(l - t2) ... (1 - tq. 
Therefore, 
P(t) = f 
t24 
q=. (1 - r)(1 - t)(1 - t2) .” (1 - tq)’ 




q=f) (1 - t)(l - t2) . ..(l - ty = (1 - t)(l - t2) . ..(I - t”)’ 
Proof. The assertion is trivial for p = 0. Inductively, assuming the result for p - 1, the 
left-hand side equals 
l-tttp t2p 
(1 - t)(l - t2) . ..(l - tp-‘) + (1 - t)(l - t2) . ..(l - P) 
1 - t + tp+’ 
= (1 - t)(l - t2) . ..(l - t”)’ o 
There is an obvious bijection between partitions of k and the monomials of weight 
k in the ys. Thus we expect some relation between H(k) and the partitions of k: 
Corollary 4.6. In the notation of Theorem 4.4, ifp is large relative to k then H(k) equals 
the number of partitions qf k. More precisely, 
H(k) = number of partitions of k if k I 2p + 1, 
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and 
H(2p + 2) # number of partitions of 2p + 2 
Proof. The generating function for the partitions of n is 
Q(t) = ’ 
n&(1 - ti) 
As p --f cc, p(t) approaches Q(t) in the sense that if k is fixed, then for p sufficiently 
large, the coefficient of tk in P(t) is equal to the coefficient of tk in Q(t). Thus if p is large 
enough relative to k then H(k) is the number of partitions of k. To prove the precise 
bound, it is enough to prove that the order of P(t) - Q(t) as a power series in t is 
2p + 2. To do this we may work module tZpf3. Let = denote the congruence module 
tZp+3. Multiplying p(t) - Q(t) by (1 - t)n~p~2(l - t’) (which is a unit in CJ[[t]] 
and is congruent to (1 - t) nia;= 1(1 - t’)), it is enough to prove that 
ord(f(t) + t - 1) = 2p + 2, where 
2p+2 
f(t) = (1 - t + tP+l) n (1 - t’). 
i=p+ 1 
Now, we have 
( 
P+l 
z (1 - t + Pi’) 1 - tp+’ 
= .) t' i O 
P+l P+l 
= 1 _ t + p+l _ (1 _ t)p+l C ti _ t2p+2 C ti 
i=O i=O 
P+l 
= 1 _ t + tP+’ _ tP+‘(l - tp+q - ++2 c t’ 
i=O 
s I- t + p+’ _ [P+’ - t2!J+2 
= 1 - t - t2p+2, 
Sof(t) + t - 1 = - t2p+2, and our assertion is proved. 0 
Example 4.7. Let R be the universal ring with p = 1, and N arbitrary. Then 
dim, Rk = Lk/N J for all k 2 1 (dim,R, = 1, of course). To see this, put e = L k/NJ 
(k 2 1). The e monomials Yk, Yk _ N yN, Yk _ 2N&, . . , yk _ce _ IjNyr;; l belong to R, and are 
linearly independent over CD, since xi” appears nontrivially in Yk_jNYi and does not 
appear in Yk_iNYk for i < j. Thus dimoRk 2 e. On the other hand, let 
9; = {1,0x, . . . . a,] and let 8, = {zkGh(k)I A4 E 9:). By the definition of e, any 
monomial of weight k in the yi (i 2 N) can be the product of at most e of the y’s. 
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Therefore it follows from Proposition 3.7(5) that Rk is contained in the Q-space 
spanned by ge. This shows that dim,R, I e. 
Note that in both Theorem 4.4 (for p > 1) and Example 4.7 (for N > l), R does not 
have one Hilbert polynomial, but several of them. In Example 4.7 there are N poly- 
nomials, one for each congruence class mod N. In Theorem 4.4 (p > 1) this follows 
from [S, Sections 4.3 and 4.41 since the denominator of the generating function 
consists of roots of unity, not all 1. 
5. Some ring-theoretic consequences 
We conclude with some ring-theoretic properties of the universal extension 
R = Q[{Yi)irlv] g B = Q[xI, . . . , xp,z] that follow from our work. 
First recall the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.1. Let M be a monomial in c2,03, . . . . Then zkGh(k) E R for k>>Q. In 
particular if up 2 2 then zkx:’ ... xa Pp E R for k >>O. Assume further that N = 1. Then 
zkGb(k) E R for all k 2 wt(M). In particular, ifb = xy’ ... x2 with up 2 2 then b E R. 
Proof. The assertions for arbitrary N follow from Propositions 3.7(2) and 3.7(4). The 
assertions for N = 1 follow from Theorem 4.1. 0 
Proposition 5.2. The rings R and B have the same jield offractions. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.1 XiXgZk and xizk are in R for k>>O. Therefore, since 
xi = xixizk/xjzk and z = xi,‘+’ /xizk, we get xi and z in the field of fractions of 
R. 0 
Suppose p = 0. Then R = Q[ (2” 1 n 2 N}] and B = Q [z], so that the extension 
R c B is subintegral, hence integral. Moreover, N = 1 if and only if R = B. The 
situation for p 2 1 is described in the next result. 
Proposition 5.3. Assume that p 2 1. Then the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) N = 1. 
(ii) The extension R c B is subintegral. 
(iii) The extension R G B is integral. 
Proof. (i) = (ii) By Proposition 5.1 xz, xi E R whence xp is subintegral over R. Now, 
adjoin xp to R and use induction on p, noting that an extension A E C of Q-algebras is 
subintegral if and only if every element of C is subintegral over A [4, (4.17)]. 
(ii) * (iii) See [6] or [4, (4.17) and (4.19)]. 
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(iii) * (i) suppose B is integral over R and N 2 2. Then in each y,,, n 2 N, 
xi appears with a positive power of z. Hence, if we set z = 0 then all elements of 
R specialize to elements of Q [x2, . , x,]. Now, let x; + aix~- ’ + . . + a, = 0 be an 
integral equation for xi with ai E R for every i. Setting z = 0 in this equation, we get 
a relation of algebraic dependence among xi, . . . , xv, a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 5.1 can be specialized. 
Proposition 5.4. Let A c C be an extension of Q-algebras, and let b E C he subintegral 
over A, i.e. suppose there exist elements cl, , cP E C, and a positive integer N such that 
g,,:= b” + Cam 1 (l)cib”-’ E A for n 2 N. If up 2 2 then bkc”,’ ...c",p E A for k>>O. Zf 
N = 1 (as will be the case by [4, (4.2)] for some choice of Ci) then cy’ ... cp E A. 
Proof. Define a Q-algebra homomorphism cp: B -+ C by V(Z) = b and Cp(Xi) = ci. 
Then Cp(yi) = gi SO that q(R) c A. By Proposition 5.1 zkxy’ ... x7 E R for k>>O whence 
&‘;I . . . c”,” = cp(zkX”ll .. . x”p”) E A for k>>O, which is the first part. If N = 1, then 
$1 . . . x”,p~Rsoc~‘...cUpp= cp(x’;’ ... x”p”) E A which is the second part. q 
The above proposition generalizes [4, (4.16)]. Moreover, we can “homogenize” it, 
as well as Proposition 5.1, as follows: 
Let xi (0 I i 5 p) and z be independent indeterminates over Q, and let 
$ = C;&)xizn-’ (n 2 0). Let B’ = Q[x,, . . . , xp, z], let N be a positive integer and 
let R’ = a[{&,} u {?A 1 n 2 N}]. Let Xi (i 2 0) have degree 1 and weight i, and let 
z have degree 0 and weight 1. Let V;,, be the subspace of R’ of weight k and degree d. 
As before, let R = Q [ {rn ( n 2 N}] and && be the space introduced in Section 2. Then 
we have the following Lemma. 
Lemma 5.5. Sending x0 to 1 defines a B-algebra homomorphism f: B’ + B which maps 
R’ onto R and VL,, isomorphically onto Vk,d. 
Proof. Note that ~b = x0, so f(Yb) = 1. Also f(rL) = yn, so f maps R’ onto R, and 
VL, d into V,, d. The Q-vector space I& is spanned by monomials ‘r’il ... yi, of weight 
k with e I d, ij 2 N (1 <j < e). We can lift yil ... yi, to @‘Y:, ... $, E I$‘,. Thus 
f: Kd-, K,, is onto. Let v’ be the subspace of B’ of degree d, and let V be the subspace 
of B of degree 5 d. There is a bijection between monomials of degree d in (xi}i~o and 
monomials of degree 5 d in (~~3~~ 1 so ,f: V’ -+ V is an isomorphism. We have that 
Vi, d G V’ and I$, d c V so the surjection ,f: Vi, d + 6, d is an isomorphism. 0 
Proposition 5.6. Let A G C be an extension of Q-algebras and let b E C. Suppose there 
exist elements c0 E A, c,, . , cP E C, and a positive integer N such that 
gA:= C~=,(~)cib”-’ E Afor n 2 N. If up 2 2 then ~7’ . ..c”.Pbk E Afor k>>O. Moreover, if 
N = 1 then cyl ... c”,pbk E A for all k 2 0. 
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Proof. Let B’, R’ and R be as described just before Lemma 5.5. The Q-algebra 
homomorphism cp :B’ + C defined by q(z) = b, Cp(xi) = ci (i 2 0) maps y: to g:, and 
hence maps R’ into A. Let d = Cr= 1 0, and let A4 be the monomial in cr2, 03, corres- 
ponding to XT, ... xp a~ as in Section 3. By the proof of Theorem 2.1 (and Proposition 
3.7) G:,(k) = x7’ .‘. xapPzk E Vk,* s R for k>>O. By Lemma 5.5 we have 
x11 . . xpz” E l$, d c R’, hence CT’ ... c”,pbk = cp(x;’ ... xpzk) E A for k>>O, as claimed. If 
N = 1, then by Proposition 5.1 xyl ... xpzk E R for all k 2 0. As above 
x!’ . . . xpz” E Vk,d, so by Lemma 5.5 we have x”,l ... X~Z” E l$d whence 
c;J . . c”,pbk = 40(x”,’ . ..x”.pbk)EA for all k>O. 0 
The following is a refinement of Lemma 1.6(2) in the case N = 1. 
Corollary 5.7. Let A & B be an extension of Q-algebras, and let b, cO, cl, . . . , cp be 
elements of B. Assume that Cfz o ( l)cib”-i E A for all n 2 0. If A is seminormal in B then 
cib” E A for ~11 n 2 0 (0 I i < p). 
Proof. By Proposition 5.6 c:b” E A for all m 2 2, n 2 0. By the seminormality of A in 
B we conclude that cpb” E A for all n 2 0. The lemma follows by decreasing induction 
on p. 0 
Proposition 5.6 and Corollary 5.7 can be used to give slightly shorter proofs of parts 
of Propositions 1.7 and 1.9. Moreover, we can now prove Corollary 1.10(l). 
Proof of Corollary 1.10(l). Suppose A[b] is reduced and Z(b) # 0. Choose 0 #f E I(b) 
and write f = Cj'= o (1 /i!)( - 1)‘~~ T’ with Ci E A[b] for every i and cp # 0. By Lemma 
1.1, ~~z’=,(;)cibn-i E A for all n 2 0. Taking n = 0 we get c0 E A. Now, by Proposition 
5.6 we get cgb” E A for all n 2 0 whence ci E %?. Thus %’ # 0. 0 
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